Abstract. This paper describes a new approach for describing contents through the use of interlinguas in order to facilitate the extraction of specific pieces of information. The authors highlight the different dimensions of a document and how these dimensions define the capacities of their respective contents to be found in the scalable process of finding information. A specific interlingua, UNL, will be described. This approach is illustrated both with rich examples of the followed model and with actual applications, that includes the description of some running projects based on the interlingual representation of contents.
Textual Contents Representation
Information extraction and retrieval greatly benefits from intelligent text content representations. Most of the techniques employed for representing the knowledge contained in documents rely on some kind of linguistic analysis: the bottom line is that a content representation can be more easily achieved if we start from a representation of the linguistic meaning.
The overabundance of information accessible electronically and the standards currently employed for publishing it in the web force us to consider the semantic content as one of the many dimensions a document has, so a more holistic view of documents can be thought of if we consider as dimensions the distinctive sets of features that disjointly characterize a document. A plain text representation (one with no format or mark-up) may be viewed as not having any of these features. Layout, formatting and hyper-linking constitute a first dimension of the document. This first dimension may provide cues about specific information pieces contained in a document and can facilitate searching and extraction tasks. Thus, format, as it is typically encoded using HTML, can be considered as a first document dimension.
The recent emergence of the semantic web is the result of the application of new mark-up standards that are progressively enriching the document with what can be considered as a new, second dimension of a document: its structure. Specific information pieces can be extracted provided that they have been previously marked with some meaningful tags. The most commonly used mark-up standard is XML. When employed in text processing applications, it allows any degree of analysis and consequently the information so tagged can be easily extracted by any XML-aware application.
Undoubtedly, XML has revolutionized the way we process textual contents, providing us with powerful and flexible mark-up languages for expressing document structure. However, finding specific information pieces requires a previous analysis of the document that contains it, and for that human intervention is still required. Question answering is in this respect quite different from information retrieval; a deeper analysis of the document is needed and this requires a new, extra dimension present in a document (the third one): its semantic content. This new dimension demands a powerful formalism for content representation and also suitable for deduction and inference, both required in question answering tasks. The general solution to this problem, currently unsolved, could take as its basis, in a credible and reliable way, the idea of content representation by means of an interlingua accompanied by a knowledge base that could support the tasks of finding and inferring information. This paper will describe an interlingua able to support these representational and deductive requisites.
Interlinguas as TCR
The issue of representing (and extracting) the knowledge contained in texts written in a natural language dates back to pioneering works in knowledge representation in the AI field [1] , [2] , which will be referred to as "conceptual representations". A Conceptual Representation can be defined as a data-structure that represents the meaning of natural language expressions in an unequivocal way. Early conceptual representations can be characterized as very precise, domain dependent formalisms oriented towards inference but quite restricted in their expressivity. Thus Artificial Intelligence sought other ways for representing linguistically expressed knowledge while overcoming the narrowness of earlier conceptual representations, which resulted in the Interlinguas.
Interlinguas are mainly defined by the following characteristics: − They deal with the representation of meaning, the most abstract and the deepest level of linguistic analysis. The interlingual approach attempts to find a meaning representation common to many (ideally to all) natural languages. − An interlingua is another language and its vocabulary (usually concepts or semantic primitives), syntax (thematic and functional relations, formalism) and semantics (a subjacent ontology or knowledge base) need prior specification. These facts support the idea of using an interlingua for representing the knowledge expressed in natural language, and thus becoming a candidate for the third semantic dimension of the representation of textual contents.
However, there are some obstacles in the design and further use of an interlingua, so that it has been proved almost unfeasible to find a suitable way to represent word meanings that is at the same time a) able to accommodate a wide variety of natural languages, b) easy to grasp and use, c) precise and unambiguous and d) expressive enough to capture the subtleties of word meanings expressed in natural languages.
These obstacles have influenced the evolution of interlinguas. Traditionally, interlinguas have been associated to the field of Machine Translation. Classical interlinguas, like ATLAS [3] or PIVOT [4] were designed as general domain main representational systems for a large number of natural languages. It could be said that general purpose interlingua-based MT systems failed, or at least did not meet its expectations.
Interlingua-based MT evolved into the so-called Knowledge Based Machine Translation. The KANT interlingua [5] and the Text Meaning Representations of the Mikrokosmos system [6] are included under this label. These interlinguas highlight the knowledge representation dimension of the interlingua as well as the linguistic aspects, adopting an ontological and frame-based approach for the definition of the concepts. The burden of such an intense and detailed knowledge-based conceptual modeling can only be afforded in specific domains and for a limited number of language pairs.
In spite of the difficulty of the design of "universal" interlinguas and the expensive creation of proper interlingual lexical resources, interlinguas can be useful and theoretical attractive. One of the pillars of most interlinguas (thematic or semantic role labeling) is considered to be of great utility in the areas of information retrieval and extraction, as shown in [7] , [8] . This approach leaves aside the problem of the definition of the semantics and the vocabulary of the interlingua.
There also exist current enterprises which attempts to define complete interlinguas for the support of multilinguality, like the IAMTC interlingua [9] or UNL [10] . The IAMTC interlingua resorts to a progressive definition of the interlingua as long as it is needed. However IAMTC presents a major drawback: it uses a subjacent ontology (OMEGA v3), which makes the expansion of the interlingua dependent on the expansion of a general-domain ontology.
On the other hand, UNL -while provided of an autonomous vocabulary, syntax and semantics-does not required an subjacent ontology (and in the ten years of development, we do not feel it is needed) and its lexical resources are not as time-consuming as creating an ontology. UNL. UNL is an interlingua that, on the one hand, produces a representation of the document's content that removes away the details of the source language (so qualifying as a language independent representation) while on the other keeps enough linguistic information for making feasible text generation in a multilingual environment. This new approach finds equilibrium between a deep conceptual representation of meaning and the inclusion of some linguistic (language dependent) features that increase the expressivity of the interlingua. UNL will be presented in the next section.
The Universal Networking Language (UNL)
During the nineties, the University of the United Nations developed the Universal Networking Language (UNL), a language for the representation of contents in a language independent way, with the purpose of overcoming the linguistic barrier in Internet. It was only after years of intensive research and great efforts when the set of concepts and relations allowing the representation of any text written in any natural language was defined. This language has been proven tractable by computer systems, since it can be automatically transformed into any natural language by means of linguistic generation processes, just following its specifications [11] .
The UNL is composed of three main elements: universal words, relations and attributes. Formally, a UNL expression can be view as a semantic net, whose nodes are the Universal words, linked by arcs labelled with the UNL relations. Universal Words are modified by the so-called attributes.The specifications of the language formally define the set of relations, concepts and attributes.
Universal words
They constitute the vocabulary of the language, i.e., they can be considered the lexical items of UNL. To be able to express any concept occurring in a natural language, the UNL proposes the use of English words modified by a series of semantic restrictions that eliminate the lexical ambiguity present in natural languages. When there is no English word suitable for expressing a particular concept, the UNL allows the use of words coming from other languages. Whatever the source, universal words usually require semantic restrictions for describing precisely the sense or meaning of the base word. In this way, UNL gets an expressive richness from the natural languages but without their ambiguity. For example, the verb "land" in English has several senses and different predicate frames. Corresponding UWs for one sense of this verb would be:
The plane landed at the Geneva airport. land(icl>do, plt>surface, agt>thing, plc>thing) This UW corresponds to the definition "To alight upon or strike a surface". The proposed semantic restrictions stand for:
-icl>do: (where icl stands for included) establishes the type of action that "lands" belongs to, that is, actions initiated by an agent. -plt>surface: (where plt stands for place to) expresses an inherent part of the verb meaning, namely that the final direction of the motion expressed by "land" is onto a surface. -agt>thing, plc>thing: (where agt stands for agent and plc stands for place) establish the obligatory semantic participants of the predicate "land".
Although this method is far from perfect, it shows some advantages: 1. There is a consensual and "normalized" way to define UWs and how they should be interpreted. Thus, the meaning of stand-alone UWs can be easily grasped. 2. It is devoid of the ambiguity inherent to natural language vocabularies. 3. It may constitute the pivot to connect the vocabularies of natural languages.
The complete set of UWs composes the UNL dictionary. The UNL dictionary is complemented with local bilingual dictionaries, connecting UWs with headword (or lemmas) from natural languages. Local dictionaries are formed by pairs of the form:
<Headword, UW> Being Headword any word from a given natural language and UW the corresponding representation of its sense in UNL. The following is a pair linking a Spanish headword with its UW:
<aterrizar, land(icl>do, plt>surface, agt>thing, plc>thing)> The UNL dictionary constitutes a common lexical resource to all the natural languages currently represented in the project, so that words senses of different natural languages become linked via their UWs.
Relations
The second ingredient of UNL is a set of conceptual relations. Relations form a closed set defined in the specifications of the interlingua that characterise a set of semantic notions applicable to most of the existing natural languages. For instance, the notion of initiator or cause of an event (its agent) is considered one of such notions since it is found in most natural languages.
The current specification of UNL includes 41 conceptual relations. Selecting the appropriate conceptual relation plus adequate universal words allows UNL to express the propositional content of any sentence.
Attributes
Contextual information is expressed in UNL by means of attributes labels. These attributes include notions such as information depending on the speaker, contextual information affecting both to the participants and to the predicate of the sentence, pragmatic notions, and typographical and orthographical conventions. Attribute labels are attached to UWs and have the following syntax:
.@<name of the attribute>
The UNL code takes the form of a directed hyper-graph. Universal Words constitute the nodes of the graph, while arcs are labelled with conceptual relations. In addition to simple nodes, hyper-nodes are also allowed as origin or destination of arcs and consist on UNL graphs themselves. The graphical representation of the UNL graph corresponding to the sentence "The boy eats potatoes in the kitchen" is graphically shown in figure 1.
Where @def means an entity or concept with definite and known reference; @pl means plurality and @entry designate the head of the sentence. Any UNL graph is canonically presented in textual form as a set of arcs. The textual representation of the UNL graph in figure 1 is as follows:
agt(eat(icl>do).@entry,boy(icl>person).@def) plc(eat(icl>do).@entry,kitchen(icl>facilities).@def) obj(eat(icl>do).@entry,potato(icl>food).@pl)

UNL for Text Content Representation
UNL can serve as a text content representation formalism in generic domains. When there is need for representing knowledge in a domain-independent way, researchers turn back to natural language in order to obtain the "semantic atoms" knowledge can be expressed in (such as in Wordnet [12] , the Generalized Upper Model [13] or even CyC 1 ). UNL follows this approach, providing an interlingual analysis of natural language semantics. UNL can be backed as a firm content representation language because of the following reasons: 1. The set of semantic relations between concepts is already standardized. Some relation groups such as the logical, temporal, spatial and causative relations have been widely employed in semantic analysis and in knowledge representation. 2. The set of attributes that modify concepts and relations is fixed and well-defined, guaranteeing a precise definition of contextual information. Thus, UNL provides mechanisms to clear-cut propositional from contextual meaning. 3. The semantic atoms (universal words) are not concepts but word senses, mainly extracted from the English lexicon for convenience reasons and organized according to hierarchical relations, like those present in Wordnet. 4. UNL syntax and semantics are formally defined. But to really serve as a language for content representation, UNL must support deduction mechanisms. We will explore UNL deductive capabilities by examining how specific queries can be answered using UNL representations. The following text 2 contains information on Madrid's Spanish Theatre:
Between 1887 and 1894, the architect Mister Román Guerrero led the refurbishment of the building housing the Spanish Theatre.
Its UNL graphical representation is that of figure 2 . The semantic relations employed are: -agt: agent, the initiator of an action. -aoj: attribution, a property that is an attribute of a thing -mod: modification, a concept that modifies another concept -nam: name, an instance (typically expressed as a proper name) of a concept.
-obj: object, the entity primarily affected by an action.
If we pose a direct query to a question answering system including this graph, the deduction process simply requires a matching procedure for semantic nets. Let's illustrate this procedure with the following query:
Who is the architect of the Spanish Theatre? This question is converted into its UNL form by means of natural language analyzing modules. Wh-questions typically request specific pieces of information. When this query is transformed into UNL, "who" turns into the target node to be searched (that is, the unknown node), and the noun phrase "architect of the Spanish Theatre" turns into the binary relation: mod(architect, "Spanish Theatre") Where "mod" simply establishes a modifying relation between two concepts. As for the unknown node "who", linguistic analysis indicates that the user is asking for the name of a person (the entity described as architect in the question), and therefore the missing relation in the query is nam, and the complete UNL representation of the query becomes: The UNL graph for this query is shown in figure 3 .
Looking at the UNL representation of figure 2, we can check that "architect" is not directly linked to "Spanish Theatre"; between these two nodes there is a sub-graph composed of the nodes "lead", "refurbishment", "building", "housing" and finally "Spanish Theater" (as shown in figure 4 ).
Although there is no direct semantic connection between "architect" and "Spanish Theatre", there exists a path connecting both nodes. So, to a certain extent, it makes sense to talk about "an architect related in someway to the Spanish Theater". And the fact that there is a nam relation pending from the node "architect" strengthens the hypothesis that the unknown node (the target of our query) is "Román Guerrero".
Obviously, the fact that there is not a direct link between "architect", "Spanish Theatre" and "Román Guerrero" is a potential source of imprecision. Generally speaking, imprecision arises when the concepts and relations of the query can not be directly mapped to those present in a piece of information accessible to the system. In our example, the information employed for answering the query states that Román Guerrero was not the architect of the Spanish Theatre, though he leaded a later refurbishment. This kind of imprecision has not either a clear or an easy solution. Complex inference mechanisms are required, based on the knowledge contained in the semantic net and also on the linguistic information extracted from the query. So far, search models combining linguistic and semantic knowledge have not been developed. One of the reasons for this insufficiency may lie in the fact that it has not been proposed a A second problem to be taken into account is uncertainty, and there is not a clear model for uncertainty resolution associated to the inferences performed in this type of representation either. Besides, there is no agreement on how to build a knowledge base from representations based on linguistic knowledge. Imprecision and uncertainty in UNL representations are currently a matter of research and experimentation and they must be regarded as a necessary counterpart of the expressive richness of the interlingua, specially when employed for text content representation in a generic domain. When used within a specific domain for representing knowledge expressed in a consistent and unambiguous way, UNL is capable of providing precise answers. However, the true potential of the interlingual approach shows when dealing with texts and queries expressed in natural language.
Although searching on UNL graphs can yield precise answers, these also depend on the linguistic structure used when phrasing the query. Common phenomena like synonymy may obscure the result. For example, given the query:
What is the name of the architect of the edifice? And a document fragment stating that:
John Smith, the designer of the edifice, … The query would not produce a satisfactory answer, given that the UW "designer" would not match the UW "architect", although our common sense tells us that the designer of an edifice probably qualifies as its architect. These kind of problems have a direct solution using UNL. Indirect inferences can be made with varying difficulty degree. If an original query does not produce any results, surrogate queries can be generated using the synonyms and hypernyms stored in the UNL knowledge base. The searching and matching mechanisms also allow for some degree of flexibility: part-of and is-a inferences can be made, close semantic relations (e.g. instrument and method, purpose and goal) can be replaced one for the other. All these strategies must of course be carefully adjusted as they implement a trade off between coverage (recall) and reliability (precision) in any information system.
Some practical applications: UNL in practice
After presenting the building stones of the interlingua, its deductive capabilities, and its potential as contents representation, we will now turn our attention to its practical application in real scenarios: AgroExplorer and Patrilex.
AgroExplorer: a query answering system
AgroExplorer [14] is a language independent search engine with multilingual information access facilities that directly searches into UNL documents. Queries are transformed into UNL, so that the search engine only deals with UNL representations and it is therefore completely language independent. AgroExplorer also exploits the multilingual capabilities of UNL when rendering queries results. As long as language generators are available, answers can be generated into different natural languages.
The system is composed of a focused crawler, a search module, available enconverters 3 and language generators. The focused crawler gathers texts about agriculture from the Internet. Once a corpus on agriculture is gathered, the texts are tidied up from any HTML tag. The raw text extracted from the HTML pages is passed to the available enconverters to get the UNL representation of these texts.
When a query is posed by the user, it is directly translated into UNL (by means of enconverters, again), and is passed to the search module which performs a graphbased search on the documents according to the UNL expression of the query. The search module constitutes the nucleus of the system. This module is in charge of searching the documents that are relevant to a given query and to assign a relevance score on the retrieved documents.
The relevance of a page or document should be a combination of two rates: the global page relevance rank and the query specific page rank. However at this moment, only the query specific page rank is used. Due to the limited size of the current UNL document base, algorithms to rank web pages taking into account hyperlinks structure are not used.
The query specific page rank is used to score the relevance of the retrieved documents. There are two types of matching algorithms: complete matching (the easiest one) and partial matching. Matching is performed over an indexed version of the UNL documents. UNL documents are indexed on the edges of the UNL graphs so that an edge of a UNL graph is a tuple of the form: r(UW 1 , UW 2 ) where r is the relation label and UW 1 and UW 2 are universal words.
For each edge present in a UNL corpus, a document identifier and the sentence number are also stored (d, s). Complete matching consists thus on finding all (d, s) pairs that contain all the tuples of the query by taking intersection of sets of (d,s) for each tuple of the query. However, complete matching poses more problems than it solves, so the system supports partial or approximate matching.
The search module also supports partial or approximate matching. In this case, the relevance of a given sentence in a document r(s) is mathematically as follows:
Where, n is number of relation edges (of the query) found in the sentence. N is the total number of relation edges in the query. l is the number of common links in the sentence and the query graph and L is the total number of links between all UWs in the query; and α is an empirical constant.
The output of the Search Module is a set of UNL documents that are then generated into any of the available languages.
A complete description of this system can be found in 14 where the architecture, modules and search algorithm are fully described.
Patrilex & EXCOM
Patrilex 4 is a new project the authors are working on (it started on January, 2006) whose main objective is the definition of powerful search engines based on contents representation and models of inference with multilingual capabilities. The multiligualization of classical search engines, like those based on keywords, will pass through the use of an interlingual representation of concepts. In this case, contents are written in their original languages and we only use interlingual dictionaries where a concept is represented in a unique way and associated to different languages in a very precise manner. Table 1 shows how equivalent terms in different languages are linked by means of the Universal Word. This is other use of the interlingual approach. In other project we have just started, EXCOM 5 , we will explore the capacities of UNL to represent knowledge so that specific pieces of information can be searched for. It will be further improved with the creation of knowledge bases and methodologies to validate the inferred knowledge. EXCOM develops the approach presented in this paper.
Conclusions
Apart from multilingual generation applications, UNL is currently being employed as document representation formalism in tasks such as information extraction, and integration with other linguistic ontologies. UNL should not be seen either as just another interlingua neither as just another knowledge representation formalism. Its goal is to serve as an intermediate knowledge representation that can exploited by different knowledge intensive tasks.
UNL is a formalism worth to be considered particularly in those scenarios where: 1. Multilingual acquisition and dissemination of textual information is required, 2. Deep text understanding is required for providing advanced services such as question answering, summarization, knowledge management, knowledge-based decision support, language independent document repositories, etc. For all these tasks, a domain and task dependent knowledge base is needed and building it from UNL representations presents distinct advantages over other approaches.
